# Webinar with Senior Volunteers

**Date:** 24<sup>th</sup> May 2020  
**No. of Volunteers:** 70  
**Place:** Online  
**Hours:** 01

Due to the ongoing pandemic, the schools and colleges are closed. In such circumstances, the NSS volunteers from SSGI Bhilai are finding ways to utilize this precious time to put forward their steps for social works. They organised a webinar on "How NSS Shapes your life" which lasted till 3 and half hours. The purpose for conducting this webinar was to learn and understand from the experiences of senior passout volunteers as to how NSS has been an important tool in shaping their career ahead. Many senior volunteers working in different professions gathered in the meeting to share their valuable experiences. Sequentially, each one of them shared their experiences with the junior volunteers and also answered few queries from the junior volunteers. They also discussed about the ways to improve the work of the NSS Unit and about the innovative ideas which can further bring some change in the society. Under the Guidance of P.O. Dr DS Raghuvanshi and sincere work by the SSGI NSS volunteers, the webinar was successfully held and all the volunteers relived their NSS memories once again through the webinar.
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